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Accelerate your success in litigation with expertly 

curated court documents at your fingertips.

The Pleadings, Motions, and Facta content collection 
on Lexis Advance Quicklaw is the first of its kind 
in Québec. This exclusive content contains court 
documents from pivotal cases decided in the last five 
years for over 30 practice areas, including motions in 
complex litigation; leading seminal cases from provincial 
courts; and other timely, topical legal subjects.

Enhance your case strategies and your 

understanding of emerging issues

• Gain a competitive edge by identifying actions the 
opposition might take 

• Expand on your established insights by seeing how 
other litigators have framed similar, successful 
arguments

• Conduct due diligence to confirm you haven’t 
missed anything in your arguments

Explore Québec Pleadings, Motions 

and Facta at: LexisNexis.ca/PMF-QC 
or call 1-800-255-5174.

Pleadings, Motions & Facta Content Collection

Québec Court Documents

Cases from 30+ Practice Areas

Over 75% French Documents

2k+ Court Documents

https://www.lexisnexis.ca/en-ca/products/pleadings-motions-facta-qc.page
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Applying the legal taxonomy through the 
Browse tool to find similar cases to yours

Narrowing the scope of your search by 
filtering by jurisdiction and content type in 
the wordwheel 

Explore our complete collection of Pleadings, 

Motions, and Facta Court Documents

For litigators looking for court documents from 
outside Québec, the Atlantic Canada, Ontario, 
Western Canada & Territories, and English 
Canada PMF collections are also available. Each 
collection includes Federal pleadings, motions 
and facta documents.

Quality content from trusted experts

Focusing on the significant legal issues that 
matter most in courts today, the Québec 
court documents are strategically selected by 
experienced legal editors from notable French 
publications such as: Bulletin Jurisprudence en 
ligne, Collection Légispratique, Code de procédure 
civile  annoté, and Droit des sociétés par actions. 

Expedite your research process

With the easy-to-navigate Lexis Advance 
Quicklaw interface you can find relevant court 
documents quickly and understand the context 
of them at-a-glance without having to scan an 
exhaustive list of results.

You can search for pleadings, motions and 

facta by: 

Navigating to the Content Type, Cases 
column found in the Explore Content pod

Learn more about the Québec Pleadings, Motions and Facta content with a free, live demo at: 

LexisNexis.ca/PMF-QC-Free-Demo or call 1-800-255-5174.
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